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Patron: Alistair McGowan

The AGM – 7:30pm, Tuesday 9th April, Ecgwins Club – High Street Evesham

The formal notice of the AGM is enclosed with this newsletter. Please note that it will be held at the
Ecgwins Club as advertised in our printed events programme. Parking is available in Albert Road, the High
Street and behind the club.
After the completion of the formal business, we will hear a short talk by our Chairman Jim Powell, on the
Evesham he knew as a boy.

Your Society Officers and Committee

Jill Haycock, one of the hard working officers of the Society is stepping down from her post as Vice Chairman this year. The remaining Committee are prepared to carry on. We are always happy to have new
Committee members.
PLEASE consider standing. Our new Hon. Secretary Gill Pawson will be very happy to hear from you and
help with the nomination process.

Your Subscription is Now Due

A reminder that our subscription year starts on 1st March. There is a joint or family membership set at
£15, whilst the individual membership continues at £10. We also are offering the option of paying by
Standing Order. Pat Stanton is our membership secretary will be at the AGM and will be pleased to
accept cheques or standing order forms.

Membership
We welcome all the new members who have joined us this year. We could do with more members to
strengthen our case when we make representations on your behalf. Do ask your friends to join us.

Forthcoming Outings:
Wednesday 15th May: Holst Birthplace Trust
Thursday 13th June: Rodmarton Manor and Malmesbury

New Homes Bonus Application—Mapping our Town
by Colin Tether
The Town Council has announced it has £263,000 available for
suitable projects. Applications must be received by 15th April.
If you have any ideas, act now and act fast!
I feel we have need for better town maps in the town. The ones
in the current glass fronted cabinets are not really big enough
and difficult to read. So, with the approval of the Committee I
hope to put forward an application for some of these town
maps like the one shown in Cirencester.

2018/9 Annual Report by Pat Stanton and Gill Pawson
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This is a brief outline of what has been a busy year for the VECS Officers and committee.
John Goodwin stepped down as Hon Secretary at AGM 2018 but has continued to support VECS from the
“wings”. His vital contribution has been to monitor the VECS emails, filtering out and forwarding anything relevant to the committee for action, but we need to relieve John of this and find someone to take
this on. John has also prepared letters of objection to planning applications using his considerable skill,
expertise and experience. These have been endorsed by the committee, signed by the Chair and hand
delivered by Jim!! Due to ongoing health issues Jill Haycock is standing down from the committee and
her role as Vice Chair. We need to record huge thanks for her massive contribution to VECS over the
years and we will continue to have her ongoing support and guidance in some key areas.
VECS Constitution allows for 10 members of Executive Committee plus four Officers – Chair, Vice-Chair,
Hon Sec and Treasurer (ie total of 14) – the demand on the current committee members of 9 fulfilling
both the executive roles, plus all the other activities is challenging – we really do need members to step
forward and be prepared to serve on the committee. There has been criticism from some members that
we do not do enough, but with the reduced number on the committee it is obvious that the current few
already make a big commitment. We again appeal to you, the membership, to get more involved and to
recruit more members.
At a recent meeting to re-launch the Abbey Trust Appeal, Pat, Ian and John met Gill Pawson. During the
subsequent conversation Gill revealed that although new to the area she has considerable experience
with local planning applications and she practised as a Planner for 30 years before her recent retirement.
Within 24 hours of her first committee meeting she had written an extensive and well informed objection letter against the proposed planning application for the Truck Stop on A46/A44 Broadway Road
roundabout. The committee are pleased that she has subsequently agreed to take on the formal role of
Hon Secretary. As the role had become too onerous the committee has re-defined some of its duties,
which are now shared with other committee members.
Planning
Ian Stanton monitors the Wychavon weekly planning applications advising the committee of significant/
relevant ones. During the last year, the following proposals have been considered and responded to:
VECS continued to voice its concerns over the original proposal by Hallam Land Associates on the Abbey
Road development and Jim spoke at the planning meeting. The pressure on the applicant has resulted in
the reduction from 380 dwellings to 220, which is more in line with the SWDP figure of 200. The plans for
a 65 bed care home and employment buildings with associated parking have also been withdrawn. We
now look forward to scrutinising their detailed proposals to ensure it is appropriate for this important
site. Thanks to John Goodwin for continuing to support us with his excellent detailed and well researched response.
We again lobbied for a re-think of the plans proposed by Bloor Homes for Phase One Cheltenham Road.
Due to the objections/ comments the proposal was deferred requiring Bloor Homes to submit revised
plans. However, on resubmission the application was approved on 7th March despite continued objections
VECS has objected to the contentious application for a Truck Stop off Broadway Road close to the A46
roundabout. Numerous objections have been submitted by local residents, plus many in favour from
HGV drivers and haulage operators countrywide. VECS accept there is probably a need for a secure HGV
facility, but the location is unacceptable for environmental reasons and may compromise the potential
upgrade of the A46. Lorry turning movements would cause congestion in this busy area.
Bloor Homes made application to build additional 114 dwellings at Hampton, and VECS objected on the
grounds that this was over and above the original approval and outside the SWDP original development
area.
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Wychavon DC announced its review of the SWDP in the autumn, to extend the period covered by the
Local Plan until 2030. Following the exhibition in the Town Hall, Gill consulting with committee members,
prepared a full and extensive feedback on the Issues and Options.
Website
The committee are investing in a completely new VECS website and working with local company Areca
Design. The society needs to attract more and younger members. To commit to any expenditure on this
project it is vital that we can ensure that the website is regularly updated and Cefn Blundell has agreed to
carry out this for us. Thanks are due to John Scotland for managing the old website, a daunting task.
Evesham Conservation Area
This is perhaps the most important part of the town, reflecting its historic and architectural influence and
is fundamental to its future. Some individual properties are well maintained and others have been recently improved. For example, extensive work has been carried out on Dresden House, Park View Hotel, Waterside has been converted into individual properties; the Old Gun Shop at 16 Vine Street has
been improved and the first floor bay window of 49 Bridge Street has been completely replaced.
However many properties in our conservation areas, including several listed buildings, are showing
increasing evidence of neglect, which demonstrates a lack of respect by the owners for Evesham
residents, visitors and other businesses in town. For example, 86 High Street – see before and after
photographs.
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2019
We are considering a new approach to this problem in co-operation with VECTA, Evesham Town Council
and Wychavon District Council. Following the May elections for Town Council an approach will be
developed. If any VECS members would like to be involved in this vital project please contact Brian
Chilver on 01386 443173. Our 160 listed buildings could be a major beneficiary from a successful implementation of this initiative.
Town traffic
In the Christmas newsletter, the Chairman put forward his ideas for rationalising the traffic in the town,
including a detailed map of a possible new one-way system supported by roundabouts and pedestrian
crossings, rather than traffic lights. The local paper carried a letter from a notable local resident
supporting the scheme and a response from Ken Pollock claiming that the scheme was impracticable. So
far there has been no other response, so Jim Powell is writing to many individuals and organisations,
including the MP, councillors and council staff to try to generate a detailed debate on this issue.
Liaison with other groups
Brian attends the monthly meetings with VECTA and also attended the Civic Voice Conference in Birmingham. Brian Chilver and Richard Thompson represent VECS at the two meetings each year of the Planning
Liaison group. This group is chaired by Wychavon DC and includes representatives from Droitwich and
Pershore Civic Societies and Broadway Trust.
Brian is also on the Evesham Transport Stakeholders group – a conduit for the much needed improvement to Evesham traffic problems.

Pershore Civic Society celebrated their 50th Anniversary and VECS committee members were invited to
join them. Jim Burgin, Wychavon DC Heritage Manager and Keith Goddard, Executive Director of
Number 8 gave presentations followed by an excellent networking lunch. The committee are
considering a similar event for 2022.
VECS is represented on the stakeholder group for the Enlighten project, which is still trying to sort out
lighting of the Almonry and devising schemes for lighting the two churches and the Abbey walls.
Wychavon Building awards
Jim Powell was a member of the judging panel visiting the shortlist of finalist properties.
Events
The sun shone on the two outside events that VECS exhibited at, raising the profile of VECS and
successfully recruiting 8 new members. Brian & Ian led changes to the display boards. The “#Love
Evesham” display included photographs of Evesham in the 1970’s taken by founder member Wolff
Wahle, alongside the albums of Listed Buildings that VECS had collated in 1992. These created much
interest from the public. Grateful thanks to members and committee members who contributed to
manning the stands. Following the success of the Battle Re-enactment weekend VECS have committed
to supporting the event in 2019 –membership help in manning the stand will be appreciated. Thanks
to Brian for carefully storing all the Society’s display material.
Regretfully the committee have had to reduce the frequency of the Newsletter from quarterly to three
per year, due to lack of articles. We would welcome contributions for the Newsletters from the
membership. Thanks to Richard and John Goodwin for always responding to the regular appeal for
articles for the Newsletter with such willingness and thoughtful observations. We are of course
extremely grateful to Colin Tether who has produced our excellent newsletters for over 5 years, but
as you will have read in the Christmas edition Colin wishes to hand the baton on. A new editor is now
urgently needed.
With the money received in memory of David Way – a real stalwart of the Society for many years your Committee purchased a beautiful bench, which the Almonry were pleased to have positioned in
the rear garden. A simple brass plaque is placed on the bench.
We were given some 200 photographs taken by Wolf Wahle, a founder member of VECS, showing
Evesham in 1970’s – predominately of buildings! Brian, Ian & Pat have preserved a selection of these
in an album for the VECS archives. This material will be readily available to use in support of future
society initiatives.
VECS support the annual display of Christmas Trees in St Lawrence Church, which has displays by many
local groups and schools. Thanks go to Colin, Brian and Ian for managing this; the tree and decorations
are in Brian’s care!
Jim agreed to judge the ‘Local Scene’ entries at the annual
Vale of Evesham Art Society Exhibition. Members will recall
David Way made the award, (a representation of an artist’s
palette) responding to a request from then VECS Chairman
Colin Tether (Colin’s wife Lindsay was an Art Society
Committee Member).
Pictured is Brian Montgomery’s winning entry in 2012.
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Projects
Bengeworth Fountain – Cefn has spent considerable time and effort to move this project forward. He is
currently obtaining quotes to refresh the grass area, as the complete planting scheme first envisaged
proved to be too costly and impracticable. We have a cost for a vandal-proof bench and are establishing the authenticity of a drinking trough currently held at Almonry Museum (originally presented to
Bengeworth by the Burlingham family) VECS will apply for funds via New Homes Bonus. Evesham Town
Council has agreed to maintain any planting.
An information plaque was installed in the remains of Old Bengeworth Church in Church Street, unveiled by Sue Ablett on behalf of contributors to the cost by VECS, U3A, Evesham Historical Society and
Evesham Town Council.
These photographs were taken
before the plaques were cleaned
by the Town Council. They are
slightly better now but really
need a proper refurbishment
Efforts by Ian are underway to gather sufficient funds to have the two plaques on the Workman Bridge
repainted. Worcestershire County Council and Wychavon District Council have already promised
money; it is hoped that the Town Council will soon make a matching contribution, so that the project
can be undertaken.
Pat and Ian have cleaned up and refreshed the VECS display cabinet in Library Arcade. We are currently
in the process of designing a new poster which will reflect the image of the new website.
Talks/trips/leaflets
Thanks to Sue for arranging another year of interesting “days out” and monthly speakers, together
with arranging the Annual Lunch at Three Ways Hotel, Mickleton. There are ten opportunities in the
year for members to meet up with fellow members.
Thanks to Richard’s efforts VECS now have their publications for sale in six local coffee shops/cafes this helps to raise our profile and some much needed income.

Housing -Larks by Richard Thomson

I’ve mentioned the Government’s garden communities programme before - but every time one turns
around it‘s got bigger! Currently there are 14 Garden Villages and 10 Garden Towns in the programme.
Last August the Communities Secretary, James Brokenshire, expanded the initiative. This second phase
of the programme closed for bids in November 2018; about 100 proposals were submitted. Apparently
these cover a range of schemes – new urban garden quarters, proposals to transform existing places
and new stand-alone communities. A number of bids have come from the private sector supported by
a relevant local authority. The Government has dreamt up another outfit, “a housing accelerator”,
Homes England, to support the delivery of the programme.
Overall the programme aims to deliver 200,000 homes by 2050. So far work has started on more than
10,000 homes with 40,000 expected to be underway or completed by 2022. It should be noted that the
National Audit Office has recently labelled the planning system as “underperforming” and unable to
demonstrate how it can deliver 300,000 homes a year by the mid 2020’s. How this impacts on the
success of the garden communities programme is clearly an open question.
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One last item on this topic. Many of you will remember Gordon Brown’s proposals back in 2007 for eco
towns (think garden community) which suffered somewhat when the banking crisis nose-dived the
economy in 2008. One of those eco-towns was to be at Long Marston – and like many others was to use
former Ministry of Defence land. A good use of run-down public land you might think. Not so the residents of nearby Lower Quinton who bared their teeth and barked at the proposal to such effect that it
was removed from the list. 10 years on Long Marston is first ranked of the new garden villages and from
the local residents?..... Not a peep.
That’s politics for you.

A Visit to Eldersfield and a Day Out in Oxfordshire, by Sue Campbell
We were lucky with the weather for our days out in 2018. Our first outing was for a few committee
members who were invited to the Red House at Eldersfield in May. This is a Grade II * listed building
dating from the mid seventeenth century. As its name suggests it is built of brick I know the owners,
Keith and Kit Turner, and have worked with them in researching the history of the house. It is built in
the architectural style known as artisan mannerist.
Keith used to work for the Countryside Commission in Cheltenham. Everything connected to the upkeep and repair of the house is done in the traditional way using traditional materials. Lime mortar and
lime wash help the old building to breath and eliminate dampness
We went everywhere in the house and garden from the attic to the cellars and saw evidence of the
resident bats upstairs. There is a rare survival of a dog gate in the hall to keep the dogs out of the main
part of the house. We finished the tour in the kitchen eating some delicious cakes cooked for us by Kit.
In June we went to Witney which is of a similar size to Evesham but unlike Evesham it has free parking!
We spent the morning exploring the town. Originally it was known for its woollen blankets but that industry died out when duvets became popular. I noticed several big household names in the High Street
Jigsaw, Jack Wills, Phase Eight and Waterstones, all very different to the class of shops in Evesham.
There was a small street market with an excellent fish stall. Again of a different class to the stalls on
Evesham market.

After lunch we drove to Rousham House, the home of the Dormer family who built the present house in
1635. We split into two groups for a guided tour of the house. I was delighted to discover they had several paintings by William Dobson, who has recently been described as the first truly dazzling English
painter by Waldemar Januszczak. He was at the court of Charles I in Oxford during the Civil War and
painted portraits of many of the Royalist officers.
The walled garden was beautiful with herbaceous borders and a small parterre. The parish church is in
close proximity to the house and adjoins the garden. There is a memorial there to three sons of the
Cottrell Dormer family who died in World War I. Other parts of the grounds were landscaped by William
Kent in the eighteenth century to provide vistas with classical temples and follies and water features
utilising water from the River Cherwell.
These were two very different but very enjoyable days out. I hope you will join us on some of the outings planned for this year.
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Is Evesham Doomed? By Richard Thomson

At our last committee meeting a number of development issues were discussed. The on-going saga of
the Bloor Homes development off Cheltenham Road continues. You may recall that at the outset VECS
insisted that this development should not proceed without an extension to the bypass linking around the
proposed development to join the B4084, Pershore Road, west of the new housing in Hampton . This
was the recommended proposal included in the approved Evesham Town Plan 2015. Despite the obvious
sense of this idea no such road was proposed by the developers and no requirement for it was suggested
by Worcestershire County Highways, so despite our strenuous representations outline planning approval
was given by Wychavon District Council.
The current application seeks approval of reserved matters in relation to phase 1 of the proposal. Our
Chairman, Jim Powell, has been outraged by the proposals for sewerage from the scheme which will outfall to the existing 1930’s sewer in Cheltenham Road –already running close to capacity. Severn Trent do
not apparently see a problem. What is going on?
The truck stop application at the junction of A46 and A44 Broadway Road continues to cause concern. It
seems that Highways England who have direct responsibility for development affecting trunk roads (A46)
are not expressing any view. We await the views of County Highways with concern and trepidation.
Recently interest has been expressed in land forming part of Oxstalls Farm. It is not thought farming is
the principal concern of those enquiries. Could this be the start of a campaign to release yet more residential land in Evesham, this time on the north side of the town?
Just right for inclusion in the revised Wychavon Development Plan!

Tin Tabernacles by John Goodwin

While considering a possible article for the Newsletter I saw this building at the Hollybush on the Hereford / Worcester border.

On the way home I noticed two others, one listed at Birtsmorton in a very poor state of repair and no
doubt eagerly awaiting demolition by the new bungalow owners behind it. The other was at Defford, a
pink and cream painted psychedelic version, but obviously much loved and looked after by the local
residents. There may be one tucked away somewhere in Evesham or the surrounding Villages, they
may have a facade now or a conversion, but worthy of further investigation, please let VECS know if
you find one.
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Initially these buildings were made possible by the invention of corrugated iron sheet by Henry Palmer
in 1829 and because the sheeting could span greater distances it was ideal for its use in prefabricated
buildings. The buildings were generally of timber frame, clad and roofed with corrugated iron sheeting
and were easily erected on a prepared base. Early versions were not galvanised and rusted badly giving
a limited life span of some 50 years. The introduction of galvanizing, a process that was first patented
by Stanislaw Sorel in Paris in May 1837 and used in this country the following year, saw the expansion
of prefabricated buildings; initially much used for our export industry and then at home in particular in
the Kirks of Scotland.
One source or research Wikipedia quoted comments from that period :“The Church of England, influenced by Pugin, the Cambridge Camden Society and John Ruskin, was initially sceptical about corrugated iron buildings. William Morris, founder of the Arts and Crafts Movement, wrote a pamphlet in 1890 decrying the construction of corrugated iron buildings "that were
spreading like a pestilence over the country."
However it’s thought that over 4000 churches and chapels were built in the British Isles, of varying
sizes, serving the growing and displaced population of the industrial revolution and new centres of
manufacturing. The growth in non-conformism increased the demand for places of worship and it is
these buildings that can still be seen, although now some may be a village hall or a community centre.
Companies and factors produced catalogues the most notable being Harrods. This is taken from their
1895 catalogue under a heading of Turnery.
Harrods Catalogue

William Cooper Catalogue

As can be seen from the William Cooper Catalogue they became a little more ornate, even embellished with a spire.
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Evesham Catholic Church—by Colin Tether

In the preceding article John asked if anybody knows a Tabernacle building in Evesham. My hand goes
straight up. “Yes Sir”.
The Catholic church in High Street, Evesham is famous because it once hosted a royal wedding. In 1907
Princess Louise d’Orleans married Prince Charles de Bourbon-Siciles at the church, but not in the building
we see now but a ‘tin tabernacle’ otherwise called an ‘iron hut’. This building was originally installed by the
Catholic church somewhere in Avon Street in 1887. It was moved to the High Street site around 10 years
later and around 1901 the brick built Catholic School, now the church community hall was built alongside.
So moving on to 1907 and the great wedding. It was decided that the chapel at Wood Norton Hall was too
small. So they built a large and lavish wooden chapel in the grounds, beautifully decorated in every detail,
the wood painted to resemble stone.
Temporary Wooden Chapel

Tabernacle Church and Catholic School

Just before the wedding, it was found that they could not use the new wooden chapel for the wedding as it
was not licensed. So the wedding was held in the High Street at 8:30am in the little corrugated hut.
The church then decided it really needed a permanent home and the present building was commissioned. It
was designed by Sebastian Pugin Powell of Pugin and Pugin in Middle Pointed Gothic or Decorated
style. The church constructed of rock-faced local limestone with Bath stone dressings and Welsh slate
roofs. It was opened in 1912.
But what of the tin hut? This survived to be moved in 1912 to Pershore to serve once again as the catholic
church there. It stayed until replaced by the present Holy Redeemer church in 1959. What happened then
to the old iron hut? Some sources say it went to a builders yard. Perhaps our sister Civic Society in Pershore
can let us know?
As for the current Catholic church in the High Street it is
grade II listed. But to me it looks dirty and uncared for.
Perhaps it should be added to the list of properties in our
Conservation Area that need some attention paying to
them.
It is heartening that the old school building which was
derelict for a time is now a useful community hall. I last
visited it in June 2016 to cast my vote in the referendum.
But that is another story!
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The View From Outside. (VFO) by John Goodwin

An interesting Wychavon magazine landed on my door mat today…..O.. and my latest Council Tax Bill. Well
done Wychavon for not increasing your share of this tax. Some others are not quite as good in managing
their finances however; WCC two bites of the cherry 3% and 1%; Police 9.9% that seems a huge increase, no
doubt we will have a bigger police presence and response times or perhaps we should consider prevention
rather than response. Evesham Town Council up 5%, perhaps they will be able to clean our pavements,
especially little things like bus shelters in the town, Abbey Road Bridge Steps …. although they might claim
it’s not their responsibility...and what Special Expenses are set to rise by 2.6%?
Back to the Wychavon magazine where there is an article about the SWDP. The South Worcestershire
Development Plan has reared its head again, just when we all thought we could rest and not wrestle with
spiralling. housing numbers and consequential infrastructure problems. Frightening phrases occur “write
the first draft of the SWDP Review” and “further comment by the public towards the end of 2019”. Read
the article on Page 15 of that magazine to see if you think we have cause for concern so soon after the last
round of negotiations during 2012 - 2016.
I had hoped that I might have received some feed back, or ideas comments etc from your position “viewing
from the outside” after the last Newsletter on local issues. Just send an email to vecs1972@gmail, or
phone/ text 07870283119 and any item published will be attributed to contributors.
There has been no further progress on the Way or Wahle Awards mentioned last time in recognition of
major local contribution and photography, respectively. I’ll try pursuing the suggestion a little bit longer in
case there is any interest expressed by others.
Suggestion Box. Outside the UK a land swap is a tool that empowers a municipally owned site to be traded
with a privately owned site. I’m not sure if land swaps are possible in the UK but if they were might the
thought of providing a new hospital on a site in Evesham be solved by swapping contentious development
off Abbey Road / Boat Lane for a new low rise hospital with new housing on the Waterside hospital site?
I see our best efforts and representations at the various planning meetings dealing with the proposed Phase
1 Houses off Cheltenham Road fell on deaf ears. The developer made a minor concession after his
application had been previously deferred and introduced 8 bungalows at the same time reducing the
overall number of dwellings by 5. VECS still believe this will have a huge impact on infrastructure and
environment; it is overdeveloped with a lack of open spaces within the development and shows a lack of
imagination with site design and layout.
I look forward to receiving your VFO comments.

A Town Councillor Responds, by Colin Tether

After nearly four years my term as Evesham Town Councillor for the Twyford ward comes to an end and I
am not seeking re-election. John refers in his article to the Town Council’s increase in Council Tax bills.
Most of this is attributable for very important repair works to the precious Almonry building.
John also refers to cleaning works necessary. Bus shelter cleaning is now underway. Pavement cleaning is
not primarily the responsibility of the Town Council, BUT if a particular problem is found please contact the
Town Council.
I willingly defend the Town Council staff as, over the four years I have come to realise what a complex job
they have to do. They are here to serve the community and, in my experience, are happy to help.
This Newsletter is put together by Colin Tether, on behalf of the Committee. 12/3/2019

